
Linguistics 410/510
Fall ’15

Homework #7

1. Provide a correspondence-based account of past tense allomorphy in English. Your analysis should
accommodate at least the following facts:

(a) The suffix -ed exhibits epenthesis/deletion in certain environments.

(b) The suffix -ed exhibits voicing alternations in certain environments.

(c) These generalizations are also reflected in monomorphemic word-final clusters in English.

2. Using the newdic.txt file from the course website, calculate (type) counts and probabilities of all word-
initial consonant clusters. You’ll need to use some tool to do this, either a programming language or
a spreadsheet like excel.

Come up with some constraint weighting scheme that accounts for both the set of occurring clusters
and the overall frequency of segments. Make sure your system works and make sure to explain the
logic of your approach.

3. For each line below: i) mark the consonants or rhymes that must match; and ii) name the type of
cynghanedd:

Twitterrific trwy’r iphone [twIt@rIfIk trujr ajfon]
Hwylus iawn yn ol y sôn! [hujl1s jawn @n Ol @ so:n]
Inbocs a’i faint yn enbyd [InbOks aj vajnt @n Enb1d]
sy’n bryder neu her o hyd [sIn br@dEr nEj hEr o h1d]

Requirements:

1. This is due by the beginning of class on Dec. 1. (You can submit as pdf or hardcopy. If you do
submit electronically, please do not send me an MSWord file!)

2. Type it, double-spaced, with a human font size, and normal margins.

3. This can be no more than five double-spaced pages.

4. Keep in mind that there may be funny symbols here that you’ve never used or printed before. Leave
time to make sure you have them right.

5. Remember: nothing late. Do not wait until the last minute to do this or to print it out.

6. You may certainly talk to each other about this and other assignments, but everyone must turn in
their own work. (If you do talk to others, I need to see evidence that you are doing more than listening
and writing down what others say.)


